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Nowadays, the individual income presents diversified and secluded  for the 
economy is stepping into “New Normal”. The function of individual income tax to 
adjust the distribution and prevent polarization is weakened which causes the 
growing degree of risk. In the actual collection and management, the study of Risk 
Management of Individual Income Tax can provide the tax authorities with new 
ideas, improve the collection and management of new capacity. 
This paper, from the perspective of the tax authority, used the document 
analysis and case analysis method to research the case of Yuyao city. Based on the 
previous research of risk management of individual income tax, this paper will focus 
on this subject and use the practical case of Yuyao city to support the source of data. 
After researching the problem, the method of improving the individual income tax 
management will be put forward in this paper. 
First, in terms of the current situation of the risk management of individual 
income tax in Yuyao, the main problems shows in ten aspects as follow: fulfilling the 
withholding obligations disorderly, reducing the income by the payment for welfare , 
long-term accounting the personal loan into other account receivable, 
multiple income without consolidate reporting, fictitious salary, lowering tax burden, 
bill reimbursement, avoiding tax, capital accumulation converting into capital, 
benefit in kind which didn’t pay the individual income tax ， assuming a 
decomposition of income and did not declare the tax on time. Then, aiming at the 
problem of individual income tax management and combining the practice of tax 
collection and management in Yuyao, the paper sums up the five results of individual 
income tax management. At last, this paper will start from consummating the method 
of management and reducing the risk of individual income tax and focus on the 
problems above and the disadvantage result to put forward the police suggestions 













facilities. First, on the aspect of policies and regulations, this paper put forward the 
suggestions of amending the individual income tax law such as simplifying the tax 
subject, adjusting the tax rate, broadening tax base, more deduction, repay each 
month, make remittance every year. Second for the technique of collection and 
management, this paper would put forward the approach of perfecting the individual 
income tax management from tax authority and taxpayer. Third, on the aspect of 
supporting facilities, selecting Yuyao as the research object and taking the special 
condition of China into consideration, the paper will elaborate how to improve the 
management work from the regulation of unifying the social credit code, perfecting 
the reward and punishment system in tax collection, propagandizing the tax law in 
multi-channel ， establishing informatization platform, having tax agency in 
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